Covid-19 FAQ for KUAC’s Continuation Plan

Will you continue to broadcast KUAC FM and TV?

Yes, we are here for you, striving to keep you connected to vital information and also offer diversions such as beautiful music and entertaining, educational options.

What are you doing to protect your staff?

1. Wearing gloves and increasing cleaning protocol in the FM studio and TV master control
2. No more than one person in the FM studio at a time
3. Suspending in-person interviews in the Production Control Room
4. Suspending the KUAC News-Miner Newscast at 12:30
5. Offices closed to guests
6. Utilizing online meeting platforms whenever necessary
7. Suspend volunteer duties

What happens if essential KUAC staff become ill?

KUAC TV would utilize more live PBS satellite feeds and rely more heavily on automation capabilities. This would result in changes to our regularly scheduled programming, specifically on KUAC 9.1. Normal programming should continue on PBS Kids, Create, WORLD, FNX and UATV.

KUAC FM would continue operations remotely, adjusting programming as necessary. We will make every effort to continue local news and announcements.

Thank you for understanding.